Mr. Hans-Peter Becker
a German shipping man in Hamburg
Hans-Peter I have known you for many years, in fact I
believe since the mid eighties. Tell our readers a bit about
why chose a career in shipping and freight forwarding.
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Editorial
Week 42, Thursday has arrived and it
means our newsletter is in your inbox and
also marks the week of the Chinese
Communist Party congress in Beijing,
presided by their current leader Mr. Xi
Jinping. No doubt some visions will be
forthcoming about the development of
China and China's place in the world. China's impact is being felt
globally in terms of business and investment but also increasingly
as a "soft power".
A property bubble seems to be around the corner from my seat
here in Stockholm. According to a recent UBS real estate bubble
index we are no. 2 after Toronto. Let us see, doomsday predictions
seem to be falling on deaf ears, perhaps because many of us are
saturated with news and in particular bad news. Ideally there
should be a Good News Network (GNN) insteadof or in addition to
CNN.

Hello Bo, thanks for asking this question – a question I have to ask
myself because that’s quite a while ago. Maybe, living in Kiel
nearby the famous “Kiel Canal” and regularly watching the ships
going by sparked an interest. But I rather think that my interest
in the English language and – more importantly – what got my
attention was the fact that my father’s junior boss had completed
an apprenticeship as “Shipbroker and Liner Agent” before joining
his father’s trucking company. He was some years older than me
and his colleagues were meanwhile working in Hamburg, Singapore and Monaco. That was thrilling. Also at that time shipping
still had a sense of “adventure”, ships were still in port for days
and not just hours.
So I started my apprenticeship in a small company, we were only
9 people. I still consider this as a good choice, all jobs that were
part of the business had to be done quickly, on top of emptying
the paper baskets in the morning and fetching/dispatching the
whole company’s mail. I quickly learnt what 24/7 meant, long
before this became a catchword. But I have never regretted this
choice.

In this issue we have an interview with an interesting shipping
guy based in Hamburg. He gives some insight into the recent
demise of Hanjin, which was the 7th largest container ship-owner
in the world. Who would have thought such a large entity would
default? So, yes, too big to fail is no longer a fact - even big
"ships" can go under.
We also have a video documentary about the moving of an entire
Swedish town due to their iron ore mine.
I want to draw your attention to some food for thought from
World Mental Health Day. Most of us in business are busy trying
to make ends meet and above all strike a life/work balance. Its not
easy and no one goes through life without scars. It serves as a
reminder for all of us to stop, relax and contemplate our next
move before we become speed-blind.
Yours sincerely,
Bo H. Drewsen
bo.drewsen@projectcargo-weekly.com
www.projectcargo-weekly.com
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Is it difficult to become a shipping person in Germany?
Germany has a strong tradition of “Apprenticeship (Ausbildung)”.
This is not like “on-the-job training” but a regulated, 2.5 to 3 year
education, including interning at the company and attending the
respective business school on a rotating schedule. This is valid for
nearly all professions in technical jobs, craftsmen, the service
industry and merchandising. At the end the apprentice has to take
exams and if successful receives a certificate. This is also valid for
the shipping industry, here it is called “Kaufmann für Schifffahrt
und Reederei”. So, young and interested people have to apply to
companies for this apprenticeship and go through this education.
It is not rocket science, but besides acceptable school marks one
should have an understanding of figures, a talent for foreign
languages, and nowadays solid computer know-how.

http://www.aapalatinoamerica.com/

http://hacklinlogistics.com/
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In 1990 I joined Hanjin, at that time they moved their Europe
office to Hamburg and upgraded it to a regional headquarter. I
never thought that this employment would last for 27 years. But
in the end it wasn’t only one job. In my 2nd year they dispatched
me to Dusseldorf to open their first own hinterland office and at
the same time support the opening of Frankfurt and Munich
offices.
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Besides being a lovely city Hamburg is very much the heart
of the European shipping industry. How many people would
you estimate are working in shipping or a shipping related
field in Hamburg?
That question is more than a hot potato, any estimate could be
grossly wrong. A problem is that “shipping” is a very diversified
business field, starting from ship-owning to ship management,
the various niches of shipping like container, bulk, liner, tramper
and the adjacent businesses of agencies, crew management and
brokers.
Also, we should not forget that Hamburg is still a powerful and
prosperous port with terminals of all sizes and diversified duties.
Last but not least, Hamburg is a growing port for the cruise
industry. I would think that 50,000 isn’t an exaggerated figure,
but I could be wrong.
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Back in Hamburg in 1993 I started with extending the agency
network in Scandinavia, looking after the opening of our own
offices in Poland, Czech Republic and Hungary and started building up the Mediterranean business.
In 1996 I got a strange call from a Korean person who wanted my
opinion on a competitor carrier: DSR-Senator Lines. Though I was
on a short holiday outside Hamburg, the guys were not shy to
meet me in the middle of nowhere on the North Sea coast and we
had talks for hours. When coming back to the office I was directly
dispatched to London on a “top secret” mission. To cut this short,
after meeting with the M&A consultants I spent some weeks with
this team in Bremen doing the due diligence and preparing the
takeover of DSR-SEN, I even had the honor to sign the contracts
on behalf of Hanjin.
Honestly, I was happy to return to the Hamburg routine after that,
as this was not really my cup of tea and the result did not meet
my expectations. But it was the wish of the Korean Chairman, so,
what to do?
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Then e-commerce began to trend, B2B, B2C, B to anywhere being
the catchword, and nobody had a clue what it was about. I joined
the IT department to add a commercial sense to the bits and bytes
of this new world. So, we started working on upgrading our own
systems and programs and at the same time starting discussing
about portals. GT-Nexus and INTTRA were inaugurated in those
days. It was an interesting time, everything was new to most of
us and the major task was to tame the IT mavericks into business
channels.

Tell us a bit about your experience in shipping and the
various posts you have held from the beginning.
Ok, in brief: After the three year apprenticeship – as with most
German young men – I had to complete my military draft service.
I chose the Navy for that and signed on for four years. It gave me
the chance to go on a vessel and to see the other side of shipping,
plus the education of a non-commissioned officer. But 4 years was
enough and I went back to work in Kiel.
I have to admit that Kiel is not the center of the global shipping
industry, so I decided to gain some more experience. The next stop
was Hamburg, doing services for a small agent with a RoRo Liner
service to the UK. Then I changed, first to the agent for the then
newcomer “CMA”, then to the agency for COSCO, where I made my
first contacts with the developing container industry.
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Then Senator Lines was calling again. It was the kind of offer you
cannot say No to it. I was lured away with the promise of reforming and re-organizing the organization to a more powerful and
flexible operator, I ended up with the task of assisting to negotiate
redundancy programs, closing trade lanes and firing people. That
was definitely not what I was supposed to do, so I returned to
Hamburg with a bit of anger and the strong will to quit.
But before leaving the company at that time, I was asked to
support a new project. We just had a dramatic accident with the
“HANJIN PENNSYLVANIA”, which highlighted the need for better
dangerous cargo management, and I was requested to manage
this for the European area. Once this was up and running, the
next task was to extend and improve the European feeder
networks in the North and in the Mediterranean.
At that time I was contacted by a Korean colleague I had known
for years. He asked me about North/South traffics, something
Hanjin wasn’t really familiar with. I came up with some business
plans and ideas, this resulted in me flying into West Africa, scouting the agencies, negotiating contracts with the terminals and the
J/V agreements with partner lines and setting up respective
services. I might annoy a few fellow readers, but honestly: “Lagos,
you have to love it or leave it!!” I chose the second option!
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Liner shipping has seen many changes in recent years. You
worked many years in Hanjin, regrettably this reputable
Korean name is now no longer. How did you view the situation
as an employee in a local overseas Hanjin branch, far away
from the head office in Seoul. Did you know that something
was wrong, if so when?
Ok, I will try to answer this the short way: Yes! Yes! NO!
Yes, there were and are many changes in the shipping industry,
mainly in the container liner industry and we have not seen the
end yet.
Yes, I have worked for Hanjin 27 years and from the inside you are
naturally the last one to notice when there is fire on the roof.
No, I would have never expected such a “sudden death” of a
shipping company of this size! There was always this “too big to
fail” phrase, which was until the 31st of August 2016 also valid
for Hanjin. Only after that day this “too big to fail” parachute was
stripped from all carriers.
Honestly, for me the whole story started already with the demise
of the late chairman Mr. Soo Ho Cho ten years ago.
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Then all of sudden the request for becoming the compliance
officer for the company in Europe reached me as my predecessor
retired. Not being a law man nor having much talent for this
(meaning lawful behavior) I understood the need for such a
position and worked myself through all the paperwork and
paragraphs. It was the time when most carriers were under suspicion of colluding deeply with each other, understandable from the
outside, pure nonsense from the inside. The respective dawn raids
showed no results or evidence of collusion between Carriers, but
the public remained suspicious. This was the reason European
Commission’s Directorate-General for Competition could force
carriers to sign up for a “voluntary” code of conduct.

After that there were many mistakes on the management side,
the top management changed faster from year to year, and finally
also the quality of the Korean management left a lot to be desired.
Local staff in managing positions who had experience with day to
day business were driven out of the company globally, thus
leading to a brain drain. The Koreans who replaced them were not
well equipped to manage this.
My thesis is that, in the end, the quality of the top management
was so poor that they did not even understand what consequences the filing of insolvency before a Korean court would have for
the global organization. To me it looked like a local dispute and
diverging interests between certain parties and people went
grossly wrong.

Yeah, and then this all came to a sudden end! In early 2016 there
were the first rumors about financial discussions between Hanjin,
the Korean Air Group and the Korean banks. The whole thing
boiled up over the summer and ended with a big bang on the 31st
of August 2016. The rest filled pages of gazettes worldwide.
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Is it difficult to find a replacement job at the moment in
Hamburg?
Not if you are a young and talented person with a good education
in the shipping industry and – nowadays more importantly – with
a good command of IT related systems and programs.

ASEAN to boost land, sea, air links in region
ASEAN countries are meeting and agreeing to free up the movement of goods across borders even further. Read more...

But reaching a certain age, level of experience and income the air
gets thinner. So, like hiking on a high mountain, one needs a long
breath and patience.
The funny thing is that companies which may not survive the next
3 years for several reasons are the first ones that look for “staff
with a long term commitment” to the company.
With your experience I am confident that something will
emerge soon – if anyone of our readers would like to get to
know more about you – how can they contact you?
It is very easy: hans-peter.becker@gmx.de

Featured Event
Latin American Congress of Ports
November 6th - 9th, 2017

Shipping News
Moving a city in the North of Sweden
a major logistics undertaking
As you may know dear reader I am located and writing this newsletter from the capital of Sweden, Stockholm. However in the
north of our country in Kiruna they are right now busy undertaking the moving of a whole city due to the location of the iron ore
mine that has been active for more than 100 years. See this interesting video clip now that is indeed project cargo.

In Punta Del Este, Uruguay
Along with a technical tour of the Port of Montevideo and an
exciting social agenda, new speakers -from Europe and the Americas- have joined the academic program of the year’s main port
event. With the Minister of Transport of Uruguay, Victor Rossi,
opening the Congress and detailing his vision for the country’s
logistical potential, the summit’s themes are focused on trade and
transport within the dilemma of a new world order hanging
between globalization and protectionism, and include outlooks for
the regional maritime industry as well as analyses of digital
revolution impacts, waterways development and the optimization
and sustainability of port operations.
Learn more about the event: View event PDF
Register online: http://www.aapalatinoamerica.com/

Health & Wellness News
And a note from the editor - being happy and healthy is
paramount for us all, recently it was World Mental Health Day. The
article below is indeed food for thought, especially for the busy
shipping executive or the exhausted and over-travelled business
person trying to achieve a work / life balance. Read more...

Customs clearance in China being made
even more efficient
Reforms include changes to tariff payment methods and
enhanced flexibility on the movement of goods before they are
taxed. Read more...

Shipyards & Ship-building
Brødrene Aa Wins Order for Catamaran Trio
Norwegian ferry builder Brødrene Aa, Hyen, has received an order
for three high-speed carbon fiber catamaran ferries intended for
the Chinese market. Read more...

Abu Dhabi Ports orders three new tug boats
Abu Dhabi Ports has ordered three new tug boats during the Sea

Trade Offshore Marine & Workboats Middle East 2017 (SOMWE).
The new tug boats - with a bollard pull of 30 tonnes - will service
both Musaffah and Zayed Ports and will be built by Sanmar
Shipyards and Damen. Read more...

Video of the Week

Ports & Harbours
Chittagong Port buying six cranes from ZPMC
Last year, the CPA decided to buy 51 pieces of machinery, including 10 gantry cranes, at about Tk 1,200 crore. The port received
the delivery of 12 pieces of machinery in the last few months
while the tender evaluation for another 12 is underway, said CPA
Secretary Omar Faruq. Read more...

Driver-less container trucks at the Port of Rotterdam.
It may surprise some people to know that these
have been in use for quite some time.

Renewables
Sunray Power gets govt nod for 100-MW solar park
in the Philippines

Photo of the Week

PV developer Sunray Power (SPI), majority owned by MRC Allied
subsidiary Menlo Renewable Energy Corporation, has signed a
service contract with the Department of Energy (DOE) to develop a
100MW solar PV project at Clark Green City in Tarlac,the Philippines.
Read more...

German firm starts construction of solar power
plant in Iran
Pasargad Solar Projects Ltd, a German-Iranian Company, in
collaboration with Kronos Solar Projects GmbH, international
players in large-scale solar energies, announced today the launch
of the construction of first phase of a new 100 MW solar power
plant in Meybod. Read more...

Array Technologies to supply another 586MW of
solar trackers to Australian projects
The company will provide its DuraTrack HZ v3 trackers to the
projects, which are scheduled for commercial operation in 2018.
The projects in Queensland include Ross River (148MW), Whitsunday (69MW), Hamilton (69MW), Daydream (180MW) and Hayman
(60MW). Array is also supplying to Gannawarra (60MW) in Victoria.
Read more...

Construction
UK group wins US$260 million project in Miami
UK-based infrastructure group Balfour Beatty has been awarded a
US$260 million contract to build a residential and retail development in Miami, US. Read more...

This picture was taken during sunset on the Indian Ocean.

Quote and Proverb of the Week
"We can't solve problems by using the same
kind of thinking we used when
we created them"
- Albert Einstein -

"He who has a true friend has no need
of a mirror"
- Ancient Indian Proverb -
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